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Abstract: We propose a new type of pass-band filter, in this case designed
to operate in the terahertz frequency regime, possessing two separate passbands utilizing the distinction between positive and negative refraction in a
photonic crystal prism. The prism is formed from a two-dimensional
hexagonal arrangement of metallic rods. In order to understand the
operation of the filter we both consider the photonic bandstructure of the
associated infinite photonic structure and carry out simulations of the
refraction properties of the prism using finite-difference time-domain
software.
©2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: Photonic crystals(160.5298), Electromagnetic optics (260.2110).
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1. Introduction
Some time ago Veselago [1] observed that in a uniform material characterised by both
negative permittivity and permeability the Poynting vector of an electromagnetic (EM) wave
in the medium is antiparallel to its wavevector, giving rise to interesting effects such as
negative refraction. More recently, the realisation of such effects has been investigated by
employing non-uniform metamaterial structures. Although much work has been centred upon
attempts to achieve negative permittivity and permeability simultaneously, this is not in fact a
necessary condition to observe negative refraction in photonic structures. Indeed, Luo, et al.,
[2] demonstrated theoretically that negative refraction could be achieved via the lowest
photonic band of a dielectric structure possessing neither a negative refractive index nor a
negative group velocity for EM waves. Others such as Ozbay, et al., [3] have succeeded in the
experimental observation of negative refraction in the microwave regime. Hence, negative
refraction is a well established concept and the focus is now increasingly on the utilization
rather than the demonstration of the effect. For example Wu, et al., [4] have employed a
polymer-dispersed liquid crystal photonic structure to obtain angle-dependent switching in the
visible region, and Wang, et al., [5] have demonstrated beam steering using a prism formed
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from microwave frequency resonators/varactors. In recent work we have theoretically and
experimentally demonstrated the use of photonic structures consisting of finite twodimensional (2-D) square arrays of metallic pillars to achieve filtering of radiation in the
terahertz frequency regime [6, 7]. The initial work was extended, to achieve a narrowing of
the pass-band by using a dual array structure involving two arrays of the same period but
different pillar diameters [8]. Only normal incidence was considered in that work. Here we
theoretically demonstrate another approach which considers oblique incidence and utilizes the
distinction between positive and negative refraction in a prism-like 2-D hexagonal metallic
pillar array structure to achieve the THz filter properties. In this case the properties of the
filter naturally depend on the parameters of the structure, but are also in principle tunable to
some extent by varying the angle of incidence.
2. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the dispersion relation with the electric field, E, polarised parallel to the pillars
in a hexagonal metallic photonic crystal (PC) with lattice constant a = 200 μm formed by
gold pillars with diameter d = 80 μm. The results were obtained using a hexagonal structure
version of the complex bandstructure calculations described elsewhere [6]. With E parallel to
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Fig. 1. The dispersion relation for an E-polarized electromagnetic
wave in the hexagonal photonic crystal.

the pillars, there is an effective plasma frequency ( ~ 1.0 THz in this case) below which an
EM wave cannot propagate. In PCs at low frequency, the shape of the 2-D equifrequency
surface (EFS) is nearly circular, but in general, the bands are more complicated. It is
significant that for this system the light-line lies entirely outside the region shown and
therefore all photonic bands are in principle accessible to experimental investigation. For
example, at the J point the frequency in the photonic crystal is fJ = 1.28 THz whereas the
corresponding frequency in the vacuum is 1 THz.
The group velocity of the Bloch wave is defined as vg= ∇ k ω and for the symmetry
directions Γ - X and Γ - J this is along the same axis as the wavevector, and we have that the
group velocity is a scalar, vg = ∂ω/∂k . However, the group velocity is parallel to the
wavevector in band 1 whereas it is anti-parallel for band 2, and this is crucial to the operation
of the proposed filter. The direction of propagation in the medium is defined by the frequency,
and the matching of the components of the wavevector parallel to the interface, kτ, for the
incident and refracted waves, and the requirement that vg for the transmitted wave is
propagating into the medium. In the case of a standard uniform isotropic medium, the EFS is
a sphere, and matching of the component of the wavevector of an incident wave parallel to the
interface leads to Snell's law and conventional positive refraction. Now consider a wave
incident at angle α from a vacuum onto a PC, at a frequency which is within band 1 where the
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EFS is near-isotropic and vg is essentially in the same direction as the wavevector. The
respective magnitudes of the wavevectors in the vacuum and PC are kvacuum and kPC
respectively and the angle of refraction is denoted by β. Therefore we have
kvacuum sin α = kPC sin β = kτ as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In this particular case , f = 1.136 THz
and α = 20°. Since for this band vg is parallel to the wavevector positive refraction occurs. In
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Fig. 2. The arrows indicate the wavevectors of the incident radiation (at angle α), the
corresponding wavevectors in the photonic crystal (at angle β), and their component parallel to
the interface (kτ ). The hexagon denotes the first Brillouin zone in the photonic crystal. (a) At
frequency, f = 1.136 THz, within band 1 part of the near-isotropic equifrequency surface (EFS)
in the photonic crystal and the spherical EFS in the vacuum (upper half-space) are shown. The
group velocity in the photonic crystal is in the same direction as the wavevector. In (b) in band
2 with f = 1.344 THz the EFS in the photonic crystal bandstructure is anisotropic and vg is in
the direction of the dashed arrow, giving negative refraction.

contrast, at frequency f = 1.344 THz, which lies within band 2 with fJ < f < fX, we find that
the matching of kτ together with the requirement that the transmitted wave is propagating
away from the interface leads to the situation shown in Fig. 2(b). This corresponds to negative
refraction. As a check on the calculations, we note that when the time-averaged Poynting
vector is averaged over a unit cell of the structure, this gives a result in the same direction as
the group velocity, as expected. The form of the bandstructure in Fig. 1 suggests that the
onset of negative refraction should occur when f = fJ = 1.28 THz for which the transmitted
wave and group velocity will be in a Γ-J direction with β = 30°. As kτ= (2π/a)/3 at this point
in the Brillouin zone, we can obtain α from the expression

kτ = kvacuum sin α = k PC sin β

⇒ sin α

=

1 ⎛c⎞
⎜ ⎟.
3 fJ ⎝ a ⎠

The minimum angle consistent with negative refraction via band 2 corresponds to α =
23°. At higher frequencies, as can be seen in the equifrequency plot in Fig. 3, the EFS of band
2 becomes essentially circular. With fixed α and the magnitude of the wavevector reducing in
the PC as the frequency increases, there is an upper cutoff frequency above which matching
of kτ can no longer be achieved at any angle, β, and hence negative refraction is suppressed.
Using α = 23° the cutoff frequency is 1.48 THz (at which point the tangential component of
the wavevector has increased from 0.33 to 0.38 in units of 2π/a), well below the band 2
maximum frequency of about 1.76 THz. As α is increased, the cutoff frequency is reduced.
These results suggest that it should in principle be possible to channel the incident radiation
into either positively or negatively refracted beams, depending on frequency, and further, that
the width of the resultant pass-bands can, to some extent, be adjusted. When α = 23° the
bandstructure calculations suggest that positive refraction should be possible for frequencies
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Fig. 3. Band 2 equifrequency plot indicating the situation at cutoff.

1.08 - 1.28 THz, although, as with negative refraction, the value of the transmission
coefficient also needs to be taken into account.
To investigate the above proposition concerning negative refraction and the effects of
variation in transmission coefficient, we have carried out finite-difference time-domain
simulations [9] involving plane waves at frequencies within both bands incident on a prism
constructed from a hexagonal structure PC with a and d as above. Figure 4(a) shows a
simulation of the intensity of the EM field pattern with α = 20°, f = 1.136 THz, in band 1.
When incident on the "incident facet" (IF) the plane-wave experiences positive refraction,
SOURCE
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Fig. 4. Simulations of the electric field intensity when a plane-wave with α = 20° is incident on
the photonic crystal prism. The boundaries of the prism are highlighted. (a) For frequency f =
1.136 THz positive refraction occurs and light emerges from the PRF while in (b), with f =
1.344 THz the wave is negatively refracted and emerges from the NRF.

propagates through the prism and emerges from the "positive refraction facet" (PRF). In
contrast, with f =1.344 THz, which falls within band 2, we observe a rather different result,
shown in Fig. 4(b). In this case negative refraction at both the IF and the "negative refraction
facet" (NRF) is clearly visible. Note that there are some small artefacts due to internal
reflection at the prism facets.
Figure 5 shows the spectral dependence of the radiation flux emerging from the PRF and
NRF normalized to the flux of the incident beam when α = 20°. One can see from the
emergent spectra from the PRF and NRF that the PC prism has given rise to separated
transmission bands, which we will refer to as the PRF band and the NRF band respectively.
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We also note that in the spectrum emergent from the NRF one can see small peaks
overlapping with the position of the PRF band and vice versa, due to the aforementioned
multiple internal reflection of the refracted beams within the prism, but that these are
relatively small compared to the main transmission peaks.
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Fig. 5. Spectral dependence of the radiation flux emergent from the PRF (solid line) and the
NRF (dashed line) normalized to the flux of the incident beam when α = 20°. The flux is
calculated at the respective exit surfaces of the prism.

The features of the wave propagation through the PC prism suggest that such structures
could be used as pass-band filters. In practice, the transmission spectrum is dependent upon
the angle of incidence and the prism size and geometry, features which can be adjusted to
provide an optimised transmission for a particular application. In Fig. 4(b) the angle and
frequency have been chosen in order to maximise the transmission and the angle of deviation
of the negatively refracted beam but significant transmission is observable over a range of
incident angles from about 10 - 25°. Figure 6 shows the location of the PRF and NRF bands
as a function of α. It can there be seen that the positions and widths of the transmission bands
can be adjusted to some extent by varying α. The frequency of the PRF band increases and the
frequency of the NRF band decreases with increasing angle. Outside the considered interval
of angles, there is no well defined single pass-band, internal reflection in the prism increases
and both PRF and NRF beam intensities become comparable. In this figure the band width
and therefore the gap between the bands, has been defined via the half-width of the respective
bands. Consequently, we cannot directly compare the positions of the edges with those of the
bandstructure calculations, which are defined via the absolute edges of the respective bands.
However, we note that the mid-point between the PRF and NRF bands suggests that fJ = 1.25
THz, in good agreement with the bandstructure results.
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Fig. 6. Solid lines show the boundaries of the PRF band as a function of α, while dashed lines
show the boundaries of the NRF band.
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3. Conclusions

We have theoretically demonstrated a terahertz pass-band filter with separate pass-bands
based on a metallic photonic crystal prism by utilizing the distinction between positive and
negative refraction. Photonic bandstructure calculations have been used to explain the basic
principles of operation of the prism and finite-difference time-domain simulations have been
employed to provide the detailed predictions concerning the nature of the transmission in the
structure considered. It has been demonstrated that by varying the angle of incidence, it is
possible to tune the positions and widths of the pass-bands to a limited extent.
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